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Brother LC22UY ink cartridge 1 pc(s) Original Yellow

Brand : Brother Product code: LC22UY

Product name : LC22UY

LC22UY Super High Yield Ink Cartridge – Yellow

Brother LC22UY ink cartridge 1 pc(s) Original Yellow:

Purchase this genuine LC22UY Super High Yield Ink Cartridge to keep your printer performing at its very
best. As it’s a super high yield cartridge, the LC22UY lasts much longer than a standard Brother cartridge
but offers the same excellent quality results.
Brother LC22UY. Supply type: Single pack, Colour ink page yield: 1200 pages, Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s)

Features

Compatibility * DCP-J785DW MFC-J985DW
Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Colour ink page yield 1200 pages
Type * Original

Features

Printing colours * Yellow
Brand compatibility * Brother
Supply type * Single pack

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84439990
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